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Abstract 

According to experts from “Teal Group” over the next ten years the space industry will grow increasingly fast 
in the UAV segment. UAV development and production costs will almost double: if the annual cost of the 
UAV market in 2008 was estimated at $ 3.4 billion then in 2017 it would increase to $ 7.3 billion. The main 
reason for the rapid development in the UAV's global market is the US strategy to supply troops with high-
tech systems that enable information and network-oriented military operations. At the same time, UAVs are 
considered as promising means for next-generation intelligence and attacks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The military middle-range unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) integration with a long active exploitation status 
(MALE) will allow the conditions to be prepared for heavy civil UAV use in the unsegregated air space. 
Working on this conception will provide the unprecedented impetus for the European web digitalization and 
automatization for air space management (ASM), which must be implemented for the project SESAR, so 
effective and secured exploitation to be provided both for navigated manned and unmanned aerial vehicles 
in the shared air space. The solvation of such tasks based on applying revolutionary technologies will not 
only succeed but will overcome the ambitioned tasks which The European Union established in the general 
plan for the ASM according to the approved document „Single European Sky High - Level Goals“ (Antonov, 
Tsonev, 2016).  

2. ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF UAV DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION 

Important conditions, restricted by the UAV implementation, are the comparatively “wide range” time 
parameters and the financial costs for the whole process of UAV development. For example, for the UAV 
RQ-4Global Hawk development there have been spent approximately 205 million USD and the whole project 
time was for 41 months. But the United States of America annually spends on supplying with unmanned 
aerial vehicles and their operating systems approximately half a billion USD. If we consider the trends in 
sector development, then, according to the expert’s opinion, during the period of five years (2009 - 2013), 
there have been observed permanent increase of the unmanned aerial vehicles need of use, based on their 
rapid commercial use (Antonov, Hristozov, 2017). Lately, the engineer constructors of UAV pay much more 
attention and effort for the increasing of air space fly duration of the UAV devices. Also, Israel uses for the 
same purpose 3D printers for UAV different mechanical parts production. 

The unmanned aerial vehicle market development is encouraged mainly by their rapid practical use in local 
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and regional conflicts (Afghanistan and Iraq), a small average of exploitation costs in comparison with 
manned aerial vehicles, and also with the increasing costs for experimental research and perspective 
development of the UAV, together with the discovering of new fields of their application. 

Although the common understanding of the benefits and the strong sights of UAV application use, they are 
not so widely distributed in the all different sectors of the armed forces and are not enough integrated into 
the structures of the armed forces. The reasons for this are many and from different kinds, but some of them 
can be summarized as: 

 The traditional conservatism. The established order prevents the new military systems conceptions 
development. The armed forces often focus on the specialized systems without paying attention to the 
multifunctional abilities of many UAVs, which allows their practical use for solving problems in different kinds 
of armed forces (AF) and at the same time leading up to financial costs decreasing, according to their 
implementation. In such cases, one kind of armed forces will be able to use multifunctional UAV as well as 
will be able to supply opportunities for quick access to scout information, received from the Ministry of 
Defense. (Antonov, 2017a; Terziev, Bankov, Georgiev, 2018); 

 An investment competition with other spy developers. The UAVs are a comparatively new innovation for 
the AF as a type of “weapon”, which must survive to the rapid investment competition with the existing 
systems of armed forces and weapons and all the new models of such kinds that are traditionally and 
practically used in the AF structures; 

  Failed to start syndrome. The unsuccessful results at the beginning of the new military program 
realization process often lead to following collapse and funds redistribution in favor of another military activity 
program which is probably more compromising but at the same time, this process results in many unfinished 
developments in the sphere of UAV. Such cases naturally add more years of AF equipment supply delays 
with unmanned aerial vehicles; 

 Radio channels restriction for the broadcasting of information decreases the effectiveness. In addition, the 
problems with the operative compatibility and the image processing are slowing down the video casting 
speed, which is an obstacle for the quick UAV implementation. This is especially important for the tactical 
level of the armed forces (at a battalion level and below);  

 The high price, the many accidents, the system's unreliability at the beginning and low activity regime 
time duration. The UAV price is unexpected higher. Also, UAVs have a significantly high level of accidents 
because of navigator’s mistakes or subsystems damages. Also, they have a much lower ability of survival in 
comparison with the pilot navigating airplanes. 

The basic reasons for the losses can be classified as followed: engine problems – 37%, navigation system 
management problems – 25%; operator’s mistakes – 17%, communication problems – 11%, others – 14%.  

During the last world military conflicts, the practical experience clearly demonstrated the advantages of such 
UAV systems and established new conceptions for their practical use for the military forces (Stoev, 
Zaharieva, Mutkov, 2019; Terziev, Bankov, Georgiev, 2018a). The expanding the reach of the UAV military 
use is mostly connected with the accelerating of their system’s implementation which often are even at a 
final stage of production. 

In order to accelerate the UAV investigations for the AF, it is necessary to follow the next recommendations: 

 The new platforms must be sequenced with the demands based on the predicted needs of the future 
operations; 

 The supplied for armed forces purposes UAVs in every AF subdivision must be estimated for the practical 
usage and by the other types of AFs. New developments must be provided only if it is impossible the 
demanded effect to be achieved while using the existing systems;  

 The managing systems improving, control and communication management (by analogy with Command, 
Control and Communication of the USA), and also, the systems of information processing must be in answer 
with the UAV development and the AF equipment. 

The USA, France, Sweden and many other west countries are trying to increase the practical use efficiency 
of military UAV and the aviation weapons in order to decrease the equipment and pilots lost, and also the 
human resources costs to be decreased together with all the spending for the exploitation and maintenance. 
One of the basic work directions is focused on the implementation of the armed UAV and mostly for the 
specific specialized armed UAV for multiple use and which are intended for detection, identification and 
distraction of ground and mobile targets, fire suppression of the enemy ASD (air space defense), and for the 
long term strategy plan – also the fighting with the air force targets. That UAV is characterized with a low 
level of visibility in the optical and radiolocation range, their combat radius of the range is comparative with 
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the contemporary tactical fighters with much fewer characteristics according to weight to size ratio, they are 
characterized with a high level of maneuverability and hull durability. The basic requirements according to 
them include also a comparatively low level of cost productions, easy maintenance, and exploitation (Stoev, 
Zaharieva, Borodzhieva, 2019a; Terziev, Petkova - Georgieva, 2019b-c). In the category for fighting 
purposes UAV the experts include both the traditional armed and the reconnaissance shock apparatus with 
maximum weight on departure up to 200 kg. In the future are recommended some opportunities for 
management guided armed weapons from different types, including perspective contemporary small aviation 
bombs 1-250 SSB and aviation ammunitions LOCAAS with an active laser targeting. Guided missiles are 
used AIM-9 “Sidewinder” from “air – to- air” class with wide range of height and speed of the fields with 
tracing target the same like from an own on-board technique, as well with other UAV or fighting airplanes 
and helicopters. 

 

Fig. 1: UAV X – 45 from Boeing Company 

The developed UAV X-45 from Boeing Company with collaboration with the Union for modern investigations 
of the Ministry of Defense and the USA ASD is very promising and perspective combatant UAV. That UAV X-
45 uses a powerful engine which fully covers the specification for the tactical-technical requirements of 
supplying high around the sound speed of the fighting areas (fig. 1). 

The main onboard radioelectric and technical equipment consists of radiolocation station with phaser 
antenna grid, an active laser locational complex, infrared station for front survey, video cameras, equipment 
for radioelectric reconnaissance, communications, navigation, and a defense recognition system (“save or 
enemy”), a weapon guidance system. The different kinds of weapons that can be used on the UAV X-45 
board are, as followed: 

 Guiding navigation bombs from the JDAM series with different caliber; 

 Small bombs from 1 to 250 kg; 

 Guided missiles „Hellfire“ with semi-active laser or active radiolocation self-directing combat head (GOS); 

 Guiding ammunitions LOCAAS, undetectable for the radiolocation stations missiles and other means of 
destructions, as well as autonomous targets ADM-160 and equipment containers for a radioelectric fight. 

In accordance with the accomplishing task, the arming and the outer boarding tanks can be placed on both 
into the inner space sections and into the wings space. In order to increase the time of the flight duration at a 
self-based search or when it is necessary to increase the combat range of action, the UAVs are supplied 
with a system for fuel charging during flight time. For the UAV’s flight control, it is used a station for guidance, 
which can be situated on the ground, in the air or on a ship. For instructions and information receiving there 
are included satellite communicational systems, some other UAVs or even re-translator airplanes. The UAVs 
can be used at semi-automatic or autonomy regime, as the inertial navigation system is used with data 
correction according to the space radio-navigational system NAVSTAR. In cases of a partial or total loss of 
communication with the UAV, it is possible to be carried on the autonomy flight that is settled in advance for 
fulfilling a target rout. In this case, the regime is “ready for commands” or starting a program for self-deleting 
of all the instructions about the combat targets and returning back to the military airport base ((Terziev, 
Arabska, Dzhumalieva, 2016а; Terziev, Dzhumalieva, 2015; Nichev, 2009; Terziev, Dzhumalieva, 2016b-е; 
Stoykov, 2011-а; Stoykov, 2002; Stoykov, 2003; Stoykov, 2005). 

3.  CONCLUSION 

According to the experts’ investigation from the analytical company “Teal Group”, during the next ten years, 
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the space industry will develop most rapidly in the sector UAV.  The UAV development and production costs 
will almost double: if the annual amount of the UAV market during 2008 was estimated to 3,4 billion USD, 
nowadays (2017-2019) it has been increased up to 7,3 billion USD. The main reason for the rapid 
development of the UAV world market is the American strategy for supplying the military forces with high 
technology systems that give opportunities to provide informational and net oriented combat actions. At the 
same time, the UAVs are considered a promising and prospective military opportunity for reconnaissance 
and attacks from the next generation (Terziev, Bogdanova, Kanev, Georgiev, 2019b-d; Petrov, Georgiev, 
2019e; Terziev, Georgiev, 2017b; Terziev, Nichev, 2017c-i; Terziev, Nichev, Bogdanov, 2017j-k; Terziev, 
Madanski, Georgiev, 2017l-m). 
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